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Abstract

English is a global language with hundreds of millions of speakers all over the world. In Sweden, 
English is one of the most important subjects in primary and upper secondary school. As a guide 
and supplement, many teachers use textbooks in their teaching, but not much research has been 
conducted on the contents of textbooks and how it may influence students’ worldview.
This study aims to investigate how different speakers of English are constituted in four textbooks 
from English level 5 in the Swedish upper secondary school. The purpose of the study is to shed 
light on possible problems that might arise with unreflected use of textbooks and it is based on 
discourse theory and the Concentric Circles Model. The authors reach the conclusion that the 
textbooks constitute a reality where the traditional core of native English speaking countries 
dominates the English-speaking world. Furthermore, the analysed textbooks were found not to 
follow several of the directives set down in the national curriculum. Hopefully this study will 
contribute to broaden the research field of textbook analysis in Sweden.

Key words: Concentric Circles Model, discourse analysis, constitution of English speakers, 
textbook, English language teaching

Sammanfattning

Engelska är ett globalt språk med hundratals millioner talare världen över. I Sverige är engelska 
ett av de viktigaste ämnena i både grundskolan och gymnasiet. Som stöd och guide till sin 
undervisning använder många lärare textböcker, men väldigt lite forskning har gjorts när det 
gäller innehållet i textböckerna och huruvida innehållet kan påverka elevers uppfattning om 
världen. Denna studie ämnar undersöka hur olika engelsktalare konstitueras i fyra textböcker 
från engelska 5 i den svenska gymnasieskolan. Studiens syfte är att belysa potentiella problem 
som kan uppstå med oreflekterat användande av textböcker. Studien är baserad på diskursteori 
och den koncentriska cirkelmodellen. Författarna kommer fram till att textböcker konstituerar en 
verklighet där den traditionella kärnan av länder som har engelska som modersmål dominerar 
den engelsktalande världen. Författarna fann även att de analyserade textböckerna brister på flera 
punkter när det gäller att följa direktiven från läroplanen. Förhoppningsvis kommer denna studie 
bidra till att bredda forskningsfältet som behandlar textboksanalys i sverige. 

Nyckelord: Den koncentriska cirkelmodellen, diskursanalys, konstituering av engelsktalare, 
textbok, engelskundervisning
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1. Introduction
One area which receives little attention in both media and academia when it comes to language 

teaching is the content and quality of the material teachers use. Unfortunately there is no up-to date 

figures (later than 2006) as to how many teachers use textbooks and how much but we do know 

that today, just as  decades ago, teachers use textbooks to supplement, support or guide  their 

teaching (Wennberg, 1990, pp 163-165; Juhlin, 1994, p 21). However interesting a discussion about 

the advantages and disadvantages of using textbooks is, they are widely used regardless of how 

they may influence students' learning (Nelson, 2006, p 16). Thus, one interesting question that 

arises is what students learn from textbooks apart from the language itself, that is, what values and 

world view a textbook conveys to the students. Due to the limited amount of research that has been 

conducted on textbook contents in Sweden, we feel that this is an important area to explore. The 

reason for choosing English language teaching is the status of English as a global language; it is 

used as a first or second language in over 70 countries worldwide, and a quarter of the world is 

fluent or competent in English (Crystal, 1997, pp 57-60). More specifically, we like to focus on 

how English language textbooks here in Sweden treat the international use of English and how 

different parts of the English-speaking world are constituted, since this is one of the components1 

specifically included in the directives set down in the national curriculum.

1.2 Previous Research

Previous research on English textbooks

When it comes to previous research concerning English textbook analysis, there are several different 

areas with different foci  and aims. For example exploring cultural  aspects in  English as a  second 

language textbooks, is one such area. In all the different countries where English is not the native 

language but is taught on different levels in the educational system, there might arise conflicts between 

what the textbooks present as culture and what cultures are presented and the students' own cultural 

experiences. One such study published by Ilieva (2000) in TESL Canada Journal concerns culture in 

textbooks used in English as a Second language courses. The research is limited to adult learners of 

English in Canada and explores through the method of Critical Discourse Analysis several questions 

about how culture is presented in textbooks. Texts are in this article seen as bearers of culture when it 

comes to the second language classrooms. The author bases her study on her own experiences from 

discussions with second language students that they are dissatisfied with teaching materials used in the 

1 For the complete list of central components to be included in the English education level 5 please see p 54 in
Läroplan för gymnasieskolan 2011, examensmål och gymnasiegemensamma ämnen.
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classrooms because they do not reflect the students' own immigrant experiences. Two of the questions 

she wants to answer in the article are what cultural knowledge is, and whose views of culture are 

presented in the selected texts. The results show that the analysed texts constructs culture as a national 

attribute where there are stable sets of values and certain behaviour patterns (Ilieva, 2000, p 60). The 

texts analysed seems to exclude the readers from a Canadian culture, where the middle-class Canadian 

is the expert and no other voices comes forth, Ilieva also writes that it is the publishers and authors'  

voices on culture that are presented in the books. 

   Another area where analyses of English textbooks are used is research connected with syllabi and 

course plans. That is, how English textbooks correspond to and actually contain what the course syllabi 

sets down. Demir (2007), as an example, writes about how the English language teaching has gone from 

a subject  concentrating on teaching English as a language used in Great  Britain to  English as an 

international language which can be seen in the national curriculum (p 3). Demir sets out to answer 

questions regarding what textbooks are chosen, why they are chosen and if the most popular textbooks 

are in line with this change of focus in English language teaching. 20 criteria are used to decide whether 

or not the most popular textbooks include intercultural understanding, which is one of the components to 

be included in the teaching set down by the national curriculum of 1994.  Demir concludes that the 

most popular textbooks are indeed including the cultural component per se, but when it comes to the 

inter-cultural understanding the books are not as good. The native cultures of the target language, 

that is Western culture, are represented but no other cultures or cross-national communications are 

mentioned (p 23). 

   The list of criteria Demir uses in the study is based on several authors who have written on different 

approaches on textbook evaluation which is another area when it comes to English textbook analysis. 

One of the authors, professor Leslie E. Sheldon in  Evaluating ELT textbooks and materials (1988) 

writes  that  many  people  disbelieve  textbooks  because  of  the  enormous  industry  behind  the 

publishing of them and therefore calls for careful reflection when choosing textbooks. Writing a 

guide with 17 core factors, Sheldon wishes that the evaluation and the choosing of textbooks may 

become more systematic and informed. This area helps formulate factors which will help teachers 

choose textbooks, also helping them understand what can make a good textbook and why. The core 

factors  in  Sheldon's  feature  many  linguistic  aspects  but  there  are  also  mention  of  cultural 

appropriateness and avoidance of stereotypes. 

A final example of another area where English textbooks are analysed, have to do with English 

as a global language and new lingua franca. It deals with international understanding and with the 

implications and advantages of teaching English in countries that do not have English as a native 

language.  Aya  Matsuda  for  example,  who  will  be  discussed  in  more  detail  later,  argues  that 
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textbooks should be chosen according to their approach to English as an international language and 

whether they include different versions of English, different World Englishes (Matsuda, 2002). His 

textbook analyses show that Western culture dominates English textbooks also in Japan, and argues 

that this is not the best way for students in countries where English is not a native language to learn 

English (Matsuda,  2003).  The language,  Matsuda argues,  and hence the texts used in  language 

textbooks, comes with cultural implications, and English should not be taught without its imperial 

past  incorporated  in  the  language  teaching  (Matsuda,  2003).  In  order  to  promote  international 

understanding which might be obtained through English as a lingua franca,  it  is  necessary that 

textbooks include a broader variety of characters and communication between non-native speakers 

(Matsuda, 2002).

Previous research on textbooks in Sweden

As mentioned in the introduction, not much research has been conducted when it comes to the 

contents of textbooks in Sweden. One reason for this could be that the focus of school related 

research has been directed towards other areas such as teaching methodology and group dynamics. 

Another reason may be that discourse analysis only recently has been recognised as a scientific 

method in the social science fields, including educational science. Previously, there has not been 

an adequate  method  to  address research questions dealing with what values and world view  the 

contents of the textbooks convey. The use of discourse analysis has opened up new possibilities 

in  the  reading and interpretation of pedagogic texts, giving the researcher the tools for 

uncovering hidden meanings,  underlying  power  structures  or  how certain  groups  of  people  are 

constituted.

   Research in this area shows that textbooks reproduce the norms and values on which our society 

is built. Furthermore textbooks do not only reproduce societal norms but may also constitute a 

society which is not as democratic and equal as we might think (Carlson & Brömssen, 2011, pp 

16-17).  Take the much debated children's textbook Förstagluttarna2  
as an example, where the 

texts when analysed showed a skewed version of the world when it came to gender issues 

compared to the values of the national curriculum (Ibid., p 17).  This textbook constitutes a 

reality that almost  exclusively gives  room for boys and their needs,  and may socialise children 

into acting and reproducing this specific reality. This may result in both boys and girls reproducing 

unequal gender systems, which are in opposition to the democratic foundations of the Swedish 

school and the Swedish society (Skolverket, 2011, pp 5, 10-11). This does not mean that all 

textbooks carry hidden discriminatory and unequal norms, only that we need to be aware of the 

2 To read more about Förstagluttarna and results found when analysed and where to find articles regarding the discussion 
that followed, please read Brömssen & Carlson (2011) Kritisk läsning av pedagogiska texter, p 17
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fact that textbooks are not  objective and neutral sources of knowledge, regardless of how 

professional and well-meaning their  authors may be. In fact, according to discourse theory, 

textbooks can never be neutral and objective;  nothing can. So this is not the problem, the 

problem is the  unreflected use of textbooks and a  possible lack  of  critical thinking  when 

approaching textbooks in the classroom.

   Textbook analyses here in Sweden often focus on gender issues,  culture or ethnicity. The study 

Textbooks from a gender perspective (Asmar & Magnusson, 2007) for example, deals with textbooks 

in the subjects of Swedish and mathematics in the early years of compulsory school from a gender 

perspective. The aim of the study is to make visible how power structures between men and women are 

presented by four textbooks, and whether this picture is consistent with the democratic values of the 

national curriculum or not. The study is theoretically founded in the gender theory developed by the 

Swedish professor Yvonne Hirdman,  and that  the values  and characteristics  attributed  to men and 

women are merely social constructions made by people. The study analyses four textbooks through 

discourse analysis with the help of an analytical model called Jämrum. The results and analysis show 

that all the textbooks contain traditional gender roles and a dominant male norm. This, according to the  

authors  is  problematic,  since children are socialised  into acting and interpreting  the world through 

school. The authors write that having textbooks which produce and reproduce certain patterns when it 

comes to gender might then result in children being socialised into patterns which are against the values 

set down in the national curriculum. 

  A textbook analysis dealing with cultural perspectives in the English language teaching is  Cultural  

perspectives – a text analysis of pedagogic texts in English (Vievo, 2008). As implied by the title, the 

study deals with how cultures are represented in English language textbooks in the Swedish education, 

the focus is on textbooks from the late years of compulsory school. Vievo uses ideology analysis as 

method in order to shed light on the underlying ideas about culture of the textbooks, there are also 

quantitative elements in the study where the countries chosen to be dealt with in the textbooks are 

counted. Vievo's purpose is to answer several questions about how and in what way the textbooks deal 

with different English speaking cultures, to see whether the textbooks comply with the demands of the 

national curriculum or not. Vievo uses briefly the Concentric Circles Model as a means to classify the 

countries in the textbooks, and finds that mostly Inner circle countries are mentioned in the textbooks, 

that is, countries that traditionally have English as their first language. The results show that the texts 

focus on facts and geography in their description of different cultures, not on culture as an expression of 

identity and not many people are present in the texts. Vievo writes in the conclusion that the books do 

not meet the requirements of the national curriculum. 

An example of textbook analysis concerning ethnicity in textbooks is  Ethnicity in textbooks and 
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teaching  aids  –  How  ethnic  multitude  is  represented  (Fürst & Nilsson,  2008).  This  study  uses 

quantitative content analysis, critical discourse analysis and structured interviews to investigate to what 

extent a multitude of ethnicities are presented in textbooks, how they are portrayed and what teachers  

and students think about ethnic diversity of pictures and texts in textbooks and teaching aids.  The 

authors argue that the content of textbooks and teaching aids are too seldom discussed in the light of  

different perspectives, such as ethnicity, considering the extent students are in contact with teaching aids 

in school. The quantitative content analysis  which was aimed at analysing pictures from textbooks 

showed that a majority of pictures portrayed people with a western appearance, and the critical discourse 

analysis showed that there are many stereotypes present in textbooks when it comes to ethnicity. The 

teachers interviewed argued that it was important that the textbooks portrayed a variety of ethnicities and 

that the textbooks could do so more than they do today. The interviews with students showed that 

pictures are very important when it comes to identification with characters in textbooks and that not 

many pictures were portraying a variety of ethnicities. 

The previous research using textbook analyses that have been presented here are focusing on 

certain  social categories which are often viewed as socially exposed or oppressed in Sweden. 

Considering the democratic values in the national curriculum, these issues are very important to 

investigate and very much directly linked to these values. However, instead of trying to deepen our 

understanding of these perspectives which have already been explored, this study will take on 

quite a different perspective. We will focus on English as a global  language and how textbooks 

constitute different speakers of English around the world with help of the Concentric Circles Model 

created by Kachru Braj (see for example Kachru, 1992). In this model the way English is used is 

divided into three different circles, referring to three different ways that English is used in nations 

around the world. The three circles are called the Inner circle  (IC) where the traditional native 

speaking countries are included: the USA, the UK, Ireland, New Zealand, Canada and Australia; 

the Outer circle (OC) where English is part of the country's chief institutions and many have it as 

a first or second language, examples of  countries are South Africa, India and Nigeria; the 

Expanding circle (EC) where countries have no history of colonisation but recognises English as 

an important language by for example including it in the education (Crystal, 2007, p 53). This is a 

very useful model to use when talking about English as a global language (Ibid., p 53), and will be 

used in this study as a springboard for an analysis of how textbooks constitute different users of 

English. The linguist Matsuda (2003), for example, uses the Concentric Circles Model in research 

dealing with  English language teaching in Japan and the conflicts  that arise when only  Inner 

circle  English  is  taught  in an  Expanding circle country. Furthermore, this perspective gains even 

more relevance considering that the national curriculum contains very clear instructions that the 
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English education shall deal with “[l]iving conditions, attitudes,  values and  traditions and also 

social, political and cultural conditions in different situations and parts of the world where English 

is used [and the] spread of the English language and  its  status  in  the  world [our  translation]” 

(Skolverket, 2011, p 54). Finding Inner, Outer and  Expanding circle speakers in textbooks may 

thus reveal to what extent the textbooks follow these  directives. However, in this study the 

Concentric Circles Model is first and foremost used to enable  an  analysis  focusing on  how 

different speakers of English are constituted in English level 53 textbooks.

1.3 Purpose and research question
The purpose of this study is to shed light on possible problems associated with unreflected use of 

English textbooks on English level 5 in the Swedish upper secondary school, since textbooks do not 

merely mirror society but are rather an active part in the production and reproduction of societal 

norms and values. The research question is how Inner and Outer circle speakers are constituted in 

English language texbooks on level 5 in the Swedish upper secondary school.

In order to answer the research question and reach our purpose we will use discourse theory as 

theoretical framework, the Concentric Circles Model and the aspects of agency and theme to create 

our own analytical  instrument.  The  textbooks  will  be  analysed  according  to  the  analytical 

instrument, and through the results and analysis of these results the answer to our research question 

will emerge.

1.4 Material and delimitations
In order to investigate how IC and OC speakers are constituted, four textbooks have been chosen 

according to several criteria, see table 2 below. We chose books that were written for English 

level  5, the course that has replaced the former English A as the first stage of English in 

Swedish upper secondary school. The reason for choosing books specifically from English level 

5 is that both authors of this paper will be working in upper secondary school, and all students 

attending upper secondary school will be taking English level 5. We also selected these books 

because they were all published in 2011 and written for the new national curriculum. In order 

to obtain as broad a spectrum as possible, the books are from some of the major publishers of 

educational material in Sweden. Lastly, we wanted to cater for different types of target groups 

and have therefore chosen books which  are either general, or written for  the social science  or 

vocational programmes.

3 English level 5 is the new name of the former English A course in Swedish upper secondary school. It is the first 
English course taken in upper secondary school.
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Table 1: Material

Title Publisher Author/s Number of texts

Blueprint Vocational Liber Lundfall, Möller & 
Sundhede Fulk

18

Context gleerups Skoglund & Cutler 15

Viewpoints 1 gleerups Gustafsson & 
Wivast

17

World Wide English 1
Samhällsvetenskaps- 
programmet

Bonnier
Utbildning

Johansson, Tuthill
& Hörmander

28

Textbooks in Sweden often include a mix of pictures, different kinds of text, exercises and 

language  items. In this study, only the authentic texts will be analysed. By authentic texts, we 

mean texts not  written by the textbook authors but rather texts that are extracts from novels, 

transcripts from films or news articles published in real newspapers for example. We make this 

delimitation because we want to keep the focus on texts to obtain a depth in the analysis rather 

than broadening the analysis  to include a variety of media.  Another delimitation made in this 

paper is that we only focus on the constituting of IC and OC speakers, not on EC speakers. This 

because the analysis will be clearer and more to the point if only two categories are compared than 

if a third one is included. Furthermore, since English is a native language to OC speakers as well 

as IC speakers and English is such an integrated part of the societies in the OC world, these 

two circles would be more interesting to compare since they are quite alike, also the Expanding 

circle is not as well defined and clear as the other two, with an estimated number of between 100 

and 1000 million people belonging to this circle.

2. Discourse theory
The theories this study is based on are inspired by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s 

discourse theory. In contrast to other famous discourse analysts such as Foucault and Fairclough, 

Laclau & Mouffe have abandoned the thought  of discourse as being decided by discourse-

external factors (Bergström & Boréus, 2005, p 315). Rather, this theory has an understanding of 

social reality as a discursive construction and thus presumes that all social phenomena can be 

explained by discourse analysis (Jorgensen-Winther & Phillips, 2002, p 24). However, before going 

deeper into the discourse theory of Laclau and Mouffe, a few things must be said about discourse 

theory in general.

Although sometimes seen as rather abstract and difficult to grasp, discourse analysis has during 
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the last decades become the most popular choice of method when it comes to qualitative text 

analysis (Esaiasson, 2007, p 239; Bergström & Boréus, 2005, p 305). Common to all forms of 

discourse analysis is the perception of language as constituting reality.  That is, what is said or 

written does not reflect a neutral, objective reality. Instead, language is used to create a social 

reality that may be different depending on for example location and epoch.

The  difference  between  objective  and  social  reality  needs  some  clarification.  To  take  two 

dichotomous examples; on the one side we have a radical constructivist view of the world, saying 

that everything we experience and everything we know depends on our cultural heritage and our 

language. If a Christian and an Atheist have an argument about the existence of God, both may, 

in  this sense, be correct. On the opposite side of the spectrum we have a radical empirist view, 

stating  that there  is an  independent physical world we can gain  objective knowledge  about 

regardless of our culture and language. According to this world view, God either exists or there is 

no God, it can not be both (Bergström & Boréus, 2005, pp 294-295). In this paper we do not take 

either of the standpoints  mentioned above, even though we lean towards the constructivist one. 

Rather, we argue, like Laclau  & Mouffe (Jorgensen-Winther & Phillips,  2002, p 8-9), that a 

physical world indeed exists independently of our senses; but that nothing in this world has any 

meaning before people ascribe it meaning. As a society gives certain objects or actions meaning, a 

social reality is created. We also argue that since language, and therefore also texts, has the ability 

to give meaning to and categorise the world, texts have an enormous potential to influence its 

readers and their view of the world. This is what is meant by the statement mentioned above that 

texts constitute reality. In the  light of this relation between language and reality, the texts 

gathered in textbooks immediately become of paramount interest. What kind of reality do these 

books convey to its readers? Students may, depending on the content, be socialised into categorical 

thinking and taught to think about the world in ways which might not at all be as democratic and 

tolerating as we might wish (Carlson & Brömssen, 2011, p 16-17).

Discourse analysis is generally about carrying out critical research of power relations in 

society, focusing on the possibility of social change (Jorgensen-Winther & Phillips, 2002, p 2). It 

is also a  theoretical and methodological package containing (1) philosophical premises regarding 

the role of  language  in  the  social  construction  of  the  world,  (2)  theoretical  models,  (3) 

methodological guidelines and (4) specific techniques for analysis. That is, the method ‘discourse 

analysis’ cannot be used without a theoretical counterpart that gives legitimacy to the method and 

vice versa (ibid.,  pp 3-4).  Our  theoretical and  methodological package will be  described  in the 

Method chapter. Bergström & Boréus choose to organise the different ways of handling discourse 

by distinguishing between wide and narrow definitions. The narrowest form of discourse analysis is 
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the purely linguistic one. A discourse analysis with this perspective is merely the analysing of a 

text,  without any consideration taken to the context in which the text has been produced 

(Bergström & Boréus, 2005, p 307). The widest possible example of what could be called discourse 

is simply  to say  that everything is discourse. To illustrate this, we shall draw upon the classic 

example of the bricklayers,  an example used in different variants by both Wittgenstein  in 

Philosophical Investigations  to  illustrate his concept of language-games (Wittgenstein, 2001, p 

3), and by Laclau to illustrate how speech and actions  are parts  of a discursive whole (Laclau, 

1990, p 100). In the example, a bricklayer is in the process of building a wall. At a given moment 

the bricklayer asks his colleague to pass him a brick, which he then positions on the wall. These 

two acts make up a whole action, or a totality,  that consists of two moments. “This totality 

includes both linguistic and non-linguistic elements, it  cannot itself be either linguistic or 

extralinguistic; it has to be prior to this distinction. This totality which includes within itself the 

linguistic and the non-linguistic, is what we call discourse” (ibid., p 100). Thus, according to 

Laclau & Mouffe, no distinction can be made between language and reality.

3. The Concentric Circles Model
In order to understand why the Concentric Circles Model was created and why it is useful, an 

overview of the spread of English and its status in the world is needed. First, however, when 

speaking about the spread and status of English in the world, three concepts are often used which 

will need clarification.

There is a difference to be made between the concepts of World English, English as a 

global language, and English as an International language. World English, involves the linguistic 

dimensions of English, how the language changes as it spreads throughout the world and what 

different English varieties there are. English as a global language deals with the spread of English 

per se, what status it has in different countries and how it came to have such a strong global position 

as it does today. English as an International language is a concept that deals with the teaching of 

English in the world, what kind of English should be taught in the Expanding circle. It is a concept 

that implies that native English should not necessarily be the focus of English studies in Expanding 

circles  countries  but  rather  an  English  which  prepares  students  for  speaking  the  language  in 

international situations with other non-native speakers, and thus recognises the colonial past of the 

language (Matsuda, 2003, p 722). 

     David Crystal (1997) raises several important questions as to how a global language should be 

defined. The most important characteristic of a global language is who it is used by and in what 

domains; not necessarily how many countries recognise English as its official language (Crystal, 
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2007, pp 2-3). Crystal has a three faceted model as to what makes a global language, and more 

importantly what makes the language develop and be used by more and more speakers. The 

model comprises firstly of nations where the language has official status. There the language has a 

very special role in  the country and most of its speakers have the language as mother tongue. 

Examples of countries in this category when it comes to English would be the USA, Canada, New 

Zealand and South Africa. The second aspect of the model which makes up a global language is 

that it has to be taken up by and have a special role in countries where the majority of speakers 

do not have the language as  mother tongue. In these countries the language may be used in 

certain domains, or as a medium of communication in state affairs, law courts or the media. 

People in these countries, such as India, often learn the language as a second language, seen as a 

complement to their mother tongue. The third aspect which is needed in order for a language to 

obtain global status is that it is “made a priority in a country's foreign-language teaching, even 

though this language has no official status” (Crystal, 2007, p 3). English already fulfils this model 

of development based on “first-language, official- language, and foreign-language speakers” (Ibid., 

p 4). A quarter of the world is competent in English and thus it is the most spoken language in the 

world today. Kachru (1992) writes that it is indeed the fact that English is used by such a vast 

number of people having English as an “other tongue” (second  or  foreign  language)  that “has 

elevated it to the status of an international language” (Kachru, p 3).

Various kinds of power are the reason for one language being so successful in conquering 

the world. The development and spread of a language follow the economic, cultural and military 

power of those who speak it (Crystal, 1997, p 5). Crystal exemplifies through Greek or Latin 

which both became international in their times, where Greek was spread by the military triumphs 

of Alexander the Great and Latin being established by the powers of the Roman Catholic church. 

In the case of English, this is of course also true; during the Colonial era, the British Empire took 

many colonies and forced them to submerge under British rule. Even though it might take 

military power to establish a new language in the world, it takes economic power to maintain it 

(Crystal, 1997, p 8). In the early 20th 
century when the British power had established English in 

countries all around the globe, the USA took over as the new superpower with the fastest growing 

economy in the world. However,  today there are even more factors included than military and 

economic power. Modern travel takes us from one place on the globe to the other in no more than 

hours, and new technology allows us to communicate with people all around the world in an 

instant. These two factors enable the further spread of and also the advantages of learning English 

(Ibid., p 12).

English is used as first or second language in over 70 nations worldwide (Ibid., pp 57-60), 
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this count does not  include  the countries which recognises  English as  an  important  international 

language and teaches it as foreign language in schools. As we have seen, English is used very 

differently in different countries (Ibid., p 53). One way to understand the complex situation of 

global  English and talk about the spread of English is the Concentric Circles Model, originally 

created by the linguist Kachru Braj. Kachru created the Concentric Circles Model as a wish to 

avoid the  traditional dichotomy of non-native and native speakers of English. Using it meant 

acknowledging that English had, to different degrees, penetrated deep into societies around the 

world, and the use of English could no longer be described in the simplistic view of native and 

non-native speakers (Rajadurai, 2005, pp 111-113). Kachru himself writes:

The unparalleled spread of English demands a fresh conceptualisation in 
terms of its range of functions, and the degree of penetration in different 
non-Western societal contexts (Kachru, 1986/; 129-31). The traditional 
dichotomy between native and non- native is functionally uninsightful
and linguistically questionable, particularly when discussing the functions 
of English in multilingual societies. (Kachru, 1992, p 3)

However, the model has been criticised, Rajadurai writes that it actually reinforces the notions 

Kachru wanted to avoid because the model “locates native speakers and native-speaking countries 

of the Inner Circle right in the privileged position at the centre” (Rajadurai, 2005, p 114). 

Another drawback with placing traditional native speaking countries in the centre of the model 

is  the  growing discrepancy between norms of model varieties and the actual use of English in 

Outer and  Expanding circle countries. Although much work has been done and still is  to 

recognise other varieties of English and increase their status, Rajadurai writes that there is still 

a widespread perception in the Outer and Expanding circles that their varieties of English are 

inferior to the Inner circle varieties (Rajadurai, 2005, p 115). However, the fact that the model 

places the traditional native English speaking countries in the centre, will enable us to conduct an 

analysis where the differences constituted between the Inner and Outer circles in the textbooks 

are in focus. Crystal also writes about the model that “[a]lthough not all countries fit neatly into 

this model, it has been widely regarded as a helpful approach” (Crystal, 1997, p 53). As can be 

seen in the model below, it divides the use of English into the Inner circle, the Outer circle and the 

Expanding circle. The Inner circle refers  to the “traditional bases of English, where it is the 

primary language” (Ibid., p 53), these countries are the USA, the UK, Ireland, Canada, Australia 

and New Zealand. The Outer circle “involves the earlier phases of the spread of English in non-

native settings, where the language has become a part of a country's chief institutions, and plays 

an important 'second language' role in a multilingual setting” (Ibid., p 54). Countries in the Outer 

circle include, but are not limited to India, Singapore, Nigeria and South Africa. The Expanding 
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circle includes countries which do not have a history of colonisation by members of the Inner 

circle but recognise English as an important international  language even though the language 

does not have an official status. The importance of English in  these countries can be seen by 

them having English as a compulsory foreign language in school curricula, for example.

Figure 1: The Concentric Circles Model

3.1 Research using the Concentric Circles Model
The Concentric Circles Model is widely used in research dealing with World English and the 

teaching of International English. Matsuda (2003) writes in the article Incorporating World 

English  in Teaching English as an International Language that in Japan, textbooks and teaching 

still centres around Inner circle English and that students have the opinion that English truly 

belongs to the native speakers of the language (Matsuda, 2003, pp 719, 721). Matsuda here sounds 

a note of warning and asks why English should be taught in this way in the Expanding circle, when 

the students are more likely to use English with an Outer or Expanding circle speaker than an 

Inner circle speaker. He argues that it is important to teach English as the international language 

that it is, and incorporate World Englishes in the teaching, thus making the historic and cultural 

dominance of the language and how it came to be so widely used in the world a natural part of the 

teaching. Matsuda also finds that in schools, the characters in textbooks are very dominantly Inner 

circle speakers and the topics dealt with are representative for the  Inner circle countries only. 

Brutt-Griffler in an answer to an  article in the journal World Englishes also writes that the 

conception of English as belonging to the Inner Circle speakers, automatically construe the Outer 

circle speakers as “other” (Brutt-Griffler, 1998, p 383), and even though using English in every 

right as much as Inner circle speakers, they are doomed to be viewed as permanent language 

learners (Ibid., p  384).  Matsuda writes that teaching  Inner circle English in Expanding circle 

countries, not only fails to empower students with the ownership of English, but neglects the 

needs of the  students. Learning Inner circle English, he  argues, will teach students how to 
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function in one of those countries, not on an international arena which is what the students most 

likely will use their English for (Matsuda, 2003, p 721).

4. Agency and theme
The concepts of agency and theme will be two of the aspects used in the analytical instrument that 

will serve to answer the research question. Other aspects will be used as well, but these two need to 

be clarified in more depth than the other aspects. The theoretical background for the two aspects 

will therefore follow below.

The concept of agency can be interpreted and used in a variety of ways within the humanities, 

but as Barker (2003) points out it “has commonly been associated with notions of freedom; free 

will; action; creativity; originality; the very  possibility of change through the actions of free 

agents” (Barker, 2003, p 236). There are a few points which must be clarified when it comes to 

agency, before it is  explained  in  relation  to  this study.  There  is a distinction  to be  made between 

agency as a  “metaphysical notion of free agency in which agents are self-constituting (i.e bring 

themselves into being out of nothingness) and as a concept of agency as socially produced [original 

italics]” (Ibid., p  236). This  means  that our  wanting  to  become  teachers  and perhaps continue 

researching,  for  example, is not something that is simply chosen by a  “pre-linguistic 'I'”, but it is 

rather “the outcome of the values and discourses of [our] family and educational experiences” that 

gives us the ability to “carry out  those activities as  agent”. Agency can  thereby be seen  as  the 

“socially constituted  capacity to act” (Ibid., p 236). Because agency is socially and thereby 

differentially constituted (Ibid., p 237), some people are given more space in which to act than 

others. Social constructions enable for example an educated and wealthy person to act in a wide 

domain but can reduce a poor person belonging to a social minority to almost no choices at all. 

This can be formulated by the sentence “could have acted differently” (Ibid., p 237). A person, 

for example, who chooses certain death in  joining a war does not have agency if the only 

alternative would be total isolation and living life as an outcast. If the person, however, could 

choose to be in a totally different situation altogether, for  example start to study at college or 

travelling around the world instead of going to war, that would  mean s/he had agency. It is 

important not to confuse agency with inconsequential choices made in  everyday life,  such as 

choosing between coffee and tea.

The theme is the overarching idea of a text. It is not the same as topic, which can be both more 

general and specific than a theme. For example the topic of a whole text can simply be sex, and the 

topic of for example a conversation can be how a mother wants her daughter to wait until marriage 

before having sex with her partner (Ryan, 2007, p 7). A theme, however, is not so much what is 
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explicitly written in the text, what the characters say or do specifically, but what lies behind the text 

and which is formed by all the actions, conversations, events and so on which takes place in the text. 

A theme may be formed in one brief sentence and captures the overarching notion of the text, for 

example “people's real intentions are difficult to know” (Ryan, 2007, p 5). The theme is thus more 

specific than the topic of the text, but general without any direct references to the text itself.

5. Method
In carrying out scientific research it is important to select a method suitable both for the 

research question and for the selected material. It is also important that the method is compatible 

with the theoretic starting points of the study. In this case the research question is how IC and OC 

speakers are constituted in certain textbooks, the material are the textbooks in question and the 

theory the  study is based on is first and foremost discourse theory. In the light of these 

parameters we argue  that a discourse analysis is  the most suitable method. The investigative 

and critical nature of discourse analysis and its focus on texts as constituting reality is well 

suited for analysing how certain values  and attributes are  ascribed  to certain social categories 

(Bergström & Boréus, 2005, p 305).

There are numerous varieties within the discourse analytic field, each with its own advantages 

and disadvantages. As stated in Chapter 2, one of the theoretical starting points of this study is a 

Laclau & Mouffe-inspired discourse theory. We will, however, not use Laclau & Mouffe’s entire 

discourse analytic package. Instead we will create our own package, something encouraged by both 

Esiasson (2007, pp 239-240) and Jorgensen-Winther & Phillips (2002, p 4). Creating our own 

package  with  our  own  combinations  of  theories  and  methods  will,  compared  to  using  well- 

established  packages,  increase  the  chance  to  find  new  perspectives  that  may  shed  light  on 

dimensions that has earlier been overseen (Jorgensen-Winther & Phillips,  2002, p 4). In our 

package we will use the same philosophical premises regarding the role of language in the world 

as Laclau & Mouffe, that is, that language plays an active part in the creating of society and 

that discourse analytical methods can be used to analyse almost all kinds of social phenomena. 

We will also include the Concentric Circles Model as a part of the package as well as the concepts 

of theme and agency which will serve as our theoretical models and methodological guidelines. 

Finally, for specific techniques for analysis, we will use our analytical instrument which will be 

described in detail below.

5.1 Analytical instrument
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As practical guidelines, to be a part of our discourse analytical package, we have created an 

analytical instrument in the form of a matrix. The matrix consists of five different aspects which 

will together elicit information from the texts on an equal basis while at the same time allow for 

each texts' individuality. The empty matrix is displayed below.

Table 2: Analytical  instrument  with room for 3 
texts.
Title of book Title of text Title of text Title of text

Main character/s of 
the text

Circle membership
(Implied or explicit)
Agency of the main 
character/s

Theme
Other important 
characters and their 
characteristics

Explanation of the five aspects

Main character/s of the text

It is the main character of the text whose circle membership and agency will be analysed. Texts 

where no people at all are present, as in a factual text about Coca Coca for example, will be 

disregarded since we cannot ascribe anyone in such a text agency or circle membership.

Circle membership

This aspect concerns whether the main character is an IC speaker or an OC speaker. All 

characters not belonging to either the Inner or Outer circle will be called other speakers. Texts 

with other speaker as main characters will nonetheless be included in the analysis. In the analysis 

of whether the main character is an IC, OC or other speaker, we will also distinguish between if it 

is explicit or implicit in the texts what circle the character belongs to. If the main character in the 

text is described as being an American, s/he is an explicit IC speaker. If nothing is mentioned in 

the text that a speaker is from the OC, for example, but it is possible to find out through close 

reading, the character is an implicit OC speaker.
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Agency

Analysing the agency of characters in the texts will contribute to answering our stated research 

question of how IC and OC speakers are constituted in the books. In order to make the analysis 

comprehensible and for readers to better gauge the results, we will divide the aspect of agency into 

high, medium and low agency in the analysis of the texts.

For a character to be judged as having high agency, the character has to be described in the 

text  in a way that indicates that many possibilities are available and many choices of life 

situations are open. Belonging to one or more of the following social groups can, as we have seen 

from the studied textbooks, increase agency: well educated, wealthy, nuclear family, heterosexual, 

Caucasian.

If a character is judged as having medium agency, s/he belongs to some of the above 

mentioned  groups or other  groups which enable agency, but there is a sufficiently serious 

problem or issue present in the character's life which imposes a restrain on the set of possibilities.

To have low agency, a character must be so limited by social constructions that s/he is put in 

a situation where there are only very limited choices. It can also be a person that cannot move 

socially to another situation at all and no other prospect mentioned in the text.

Theme

The themes in the text will be short sentences capturing the general idea behind the text, as written 

in Chapter 4. The themes will give an idea of what situations IC and OC speakers are related to as 

well as show what notions in life different speakers are connected with.

Other important characters

If, apart from the main character, there are other characters who can be seen as significant in 
the
light of our research question, this aspect will allow for more variation in texts.

5.2 Implementation
In order to implement the different parts of the method, the analysis will be divided into three 

steps.  In step 1 we will use our analytical instrument to collect information from the texts of 

each book separately. We will then, in step 2, summarise the results relevant in relation to our 

research question. Finally, in step 3 the results of each book will be analysed. Each step involves 

only one book at a time, and in the end of Results and analysis, all four books will be dealt with 

together, answering the research question.
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  5.3 Methodological reflections
One of  the central points of  the analytical instrument is the question of agency. In  this study we 

have decided to categorise the main character of the respective texts into high, medium or low 

agency. The process of this categorisation was not unproblematic. Our initial intention was to read 

the texts and decide whether the main character of a certain text could be characterised by high 

or low  agency.  This, however, proved inadequate when dealing with some of the texts. For 

example, would  a boy with Aspergers syndrome, living in the U.K. with a supportive and 

understanding family, be given high or low agency? As we encountered more texts like this one, 

we made the decision that we needed a medium category.

While analysing the textbooks we soon discovered that our analytical instrument could not be 

applied on all texts; for example several unrelated, very short snippets, fragments of summaries of 

texts on the same topic, or articles that concern a phenomena that cannot be ascribed an agency or 

circle membership. These texts were excluded from the  analysis. Note that because  of  the 

deselected texts, the number of analysed texts might be smaller than the total number of texts in a 

given book.

Another matter we discovered while analysing the textbooks was that the distinction between 

implicit and explicit circle membership was unnecessary. We could find no notable difference, 

in  neither agency nor theme, between the texts with implicit and explicit circle membership. 

Because of this, as will be seen, step 1 of the analysis still notes whether the speakers are implicit 

or explicit IC or OC speakers, but in step 2 and 3 of the analysis this distinction has been left 

out since it lacked relevance.

6. Results and analysis
In the following chapter, the results and analyses of the four books will be presented. Vanessa 

has  conducted the analysis of Context and Viewpoint while Maximilian has conducted the 

analysis of Blueprint Vocational and World Wide English. In the following table the reader can get 

an overview of the spread of the different levels of agency between IC and OC speakers in the 

texts of all four books. The total number of texts in each book and the total number of all texts 

analysed by both authors together, as well as the number of texts that were deselected in the 

analyses are shown. The table also serves the purpose of making the results obtained through the 

analytical instrument as transparent as possible.

Step 1 of the analysis, where the analytical instrument is used, is included in the appendix, 

since this is our raw data. This means that the analyses of each textbook will start with step 2 which 
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is the summary of the results of step 1.

Table 3: number of texts  and agency distributed over 
speakers

Book
Agency

Context Viewpoints 1 Blueprint World Wide
English

Total texts

IC high 10 11 12 14 47

IC medium 2 2 2 6 12

IC low 1 1 2

OC high 2 2

OC medium 1 1

OC low 1 2 3

Other high 1 1

Other medium

Other low 2 1 3

Deselected 1 1 3 2 7

Total texts 15 17 18 28 78

6.1 Context
Step 2 – summary of results

The text with an IC speaker having low agency is about a girl who lost her legs and one arm in a 

plane crash when shot down in war. She can not stand returning home and she kills herself at the 

end of the narrative. One IC speaker with medium agency has problems with her South Asian 

cultural roots, and the text focuses on traditional cultural expectations on her from the family. She is 

going to marry a native British man and her mother wants her to wear a sari on the ceremony but 

she prefers a wedding dress. She defies her mother and wears a wedding dress in the end but feels 

her relationship with her mother will never be the same. Another IC speaker with medium agency is 

a man lacking physical strength, compared to his friend. He cannot get a job because he is weak, he 

cannot even carry his own fishing boat. Therefore he needs a partner but it is difficult finding one 

who does not want a share of the business. He is scraping along by fishing and he is living in a 

batch. He has to deal with jealousy when he watches his strong friend as they go out fishing one 

morning.

The texts where the main characters are given high agency do not very often deal with problems 

and if they do, the problems are often about love and parents-children relationship. There are also 

dilemmas dealing with work, for example not getting the dream job or not wanting to work. Travel 

related texts are often positive towards travelling. One instance of a high agency text deviates; there 
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are two men searching old cars for valuable stuff. One of the men, the older one, has had this as a 

job and his house is filled to the brim chock-a-block with things because he and his wife never 

throw away anything. This text is different because it deals with people who have very different 

life situations compared to the rest of the high agency characters.

Step 3 – analysis of results

Agency

Context predominantly consists of texts with IC speakers as main characters. They are characterised 

by high agency, leading rather unproblematic lives where a good education, money and a 

supportive family are the norm. The dilemmas that these characters have to deal with are for 

example ditching  your  latest girlfriend or  getting teenagers out of  bed  in  the  morning. Thus,  this 

textbook constitutes a reality where IC speakers are healthy, have nuclear families, jobs and the 

issues in life are expected to be about love and work. No text in the book has an OC speaker as the 

main character, or even as  other important character.  Keeping the research question of this 

study in mind, this textbook constitutes OC speakers as virtually non-existant, and English is only 

spoken by people in the Inner circle. The use of English is completely unproblematised, there is 

no mention of any variety of Englishes and the characters are depicted as monolingual.

Themes

The themes of the texts with high agency IC speakers mainly revolve around work and love. For 

the

IC speakers with medium agency the themes have to do with different factors, internal or 

external, that can influence ones ability to act freely. To summarise: high agency IC speakers are 

most often depicted in stories with lighter themes, and the lower level of agency, the more serious 

the theme.

6.2 Viewpoints
Step 2 – summary of results

The only OC speaker in the book is from Sierra Leone, a child soldier addicted to drugs and 

brainwashed into the twisted reality of the Sierra Leone Army. Retelling the story of his life, the 

boy recalls not at all knowing about a  world outside of the drug abuse and constant killings. 

Other speakers in the book all have low agency, being forced in one way or the other into being 

soldiers of various kinds – assassins or guerrilla soldiers. Family and cultural traditions leave no 

other choice than to join the guerrilla movement that ultimately lead to death, and poverty and 
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the prospect of starvation leading into a job as a child assassin. The IC speakers with medium 

agency are both  children having trouble in school, and they both have to deal with suicidal 

parents. The girl whose  father committed suicide, is tormented by feelings of guilt, which 

dominates her life, while she at  the same time has trouble in school where she has no other 

choice than to run the errands of the bullying Shadow Council. The boy whose mother attempts 

suicide, is severely bullied in school but can not tell his mother out of fear she will try to commit 

suicide again by feeling she is a bad mother.

The texts where IC  speakers have high agency, the characters feel bored at work and are 

thinking about other things than those at hand. They are good at what they are doing but want 

something to  distract them from the everyday routine of life. Many of the texts where the 

characters have high agency also deal with teenage life. The teenagers belong to nuclear families, 

have enough money either from their parents or own work and they  can concentrate on being a 

“normal teenager” which seems to mean falling in and out of love very often. A few texts have 

some kind of conflict where the teenager knows s/he is not as high up in life s/he could be, but 

knows that eventually they will get there anyway.

Step 3 - Analysis of results

Agency

The high agency IC speakers and their relatively problem-free existence dominate the book. 

There are two dominating topics in the book; teenagers and work. The book constitutes IC 

speakers as mainly worrying about how they are doing at work or about love. The few IC speakers 

with medium  agency are children whose parents are the source or the cause of the lowered 

agency. The only OC speaker in Viewpoints however, has low agency and he gets to represent the 

many brutal wars and conflicts in Africa where children are involved.  Viewpoints constitutes a 

reality where English is mainly used in the Inner Circle, and if IC speakers have lowered agency it 

is because of parents with mental health problems.

Theme

The IC high agency themes focus on money, teenagers and self-realisation.  The themes dealing 

with money are quite moralistic while the self-realisation themes are motivation to stay positive 

and to stand up for yourself. The teenage-related themes state the difficulties of being young. They 

are not  suggestive or moralising like the  money-related themes. The IC medium themes are 

focused on  children in difficult family situations.  The OC low agency theme is very serious, 

dealing with war and social injustice. As can be seen, there is a distinct difference between the 
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IC and OC themes where  IC themes  mostly concern  lighter everyday problems, and OC themes 

concern war and death.

6.3 Blueprint Vocational
Step 2 – summary of results

The only low agency text of Blueprint Vocational deals with social alienation; a Native 

American boy being ignored by his fellow students. He is the first student in the reservation to go 

to a white school outside of the reservation. He is also poor and the other kids in the school 

ignore him because of his Native American descent, as do the teachers in the school.

Medium agency texts also deal with social injustice. Two juvenile delinquents who both 

suffer from drug abuse and bad relationships with the parental home, they end up in jail after 

robbing a bank figuring they needed the money. Money is also the issue in the other text with 

medium agency, but from another more personal perspective. A Native American boy who cannot 

join the other kids in their free time because he does not have any money at all and his girlfriend is 

about to find out.

The majority of high agency texts deal with work related issues. These include danger at the 

work place, getting the dream job or having to make tough decisions at work, for example. There is 

also a text dealing with attitudes towards bullies at school and other teenage problems. The teenage 

issues range from teenage pregnancy and how family and friends react, to schools discriminating 

against certain sexual preferences and child-parent relationships. Some texts with high agency 

speakers deal with travels of various kinds.

Step 3 – analysis of results

Agency

All the texts in Blueprint Vocational have IC speakers as main characters. Most of them have 

high agency and are characterised by the opportunities of travels, dream jobs and family support. 

This constitutes IC speakers as leading quite unproblematic lives and the issues at hand are 

never life  threatening or threatening to the social position of a character. The use of English is 

unquestioned and that characters are monolingual is taken for granted as well as their belonging 

to a social  majority group. The only characters in the book that have medium or low agency 

explicitly belong  to a marginalised social or ethnic group. The focus lies on the character's 

identity as part of the social position which means that it is the connection with the social 

group that decides these characters' agency. This means that Blueprint constitutes a reality where 
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life (in the Inner circle) is relatively worry free, unless you are a part of a socially marginalised 

category such as an ethnic minority.

Themes

The  themes  in  high  agency  texts  mostly  concern  everyday  and  work  related  problems,  self- 

fulfilment and the difficulties of being a teenager. As the agency level decreases, the more severe 

the  themes become. At medium agency the themes consist of difficulties for socially 

underprivileged  groups and how deep embarrassment over something can make you postpone 

handling a serious problem. The theme of the text with a low agency IC speaker is about social 

alienation of Native Americans in ‘white’ schools. The book thus only ever depicts IC speakers 

with high agency in quite unproblematic contexts. Characters with limited options in life are 

instead used to convey more serious themes.

6.4 World Wide English
Step 2 – summary of results

Texts with IC speakers of high agency deal almost exclusively with family issues. How divorce 

affects a child’s emotional life, living with only one parent, rebelling against parents, for 

example. Other issues apart from those dealing with family are teenage dreams and problems in 

school. Two texts stand out among the high agency IC texts. One deals with criminal offences and 

the victims of these offences. Only the victims are individualised and the offenders are portrayed 

as very two dimensional characters.  In  the second  text, an  Englishman  is  talking about how  he 

perceives Sweden and Swedish customs.

For IC speakers, some kind of physical disability is the source if the agency is lowered. For 

example, a young boy with Asperger's syndrome or a man severely handicapped during the course 

of  war, have their agencies lowered and  their options limited. They rely heavily on people 

around  them, but are still able to make some important choices about their lives on their own. 

Another IC speaker with medium agency is a young African American who is arrested by the 

police because he is wearing sagging pants. Either he must stop expressing himself to feel part of 

the youth culture he belongs to, or incriminate himself by not letting go of his social membership 

expressed through his clothing. The other IC speakers with medium agency are all suffragists, 

women in the 19 th 
century fighting for their right to vote and be members of parliament. They 

are limited to the choices of either submit to male dominance or risk their lives, health and families 

for women's rights.

OC speakers with medium agency have cultural traditions weighing down on their lives and need 
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to take quite drastic measures to achieve what they want. For example, a young couple in India 

belonging to different cultural heritages need to deceive their parents in order to get married. 

The  OC speakers with low agency are confronted with two impossible choices. For example, a 

woman  has to choose between going hungry and not getting medicine for herself and her 

granddaughter or go to the casino and gamble with the little money she receives from the state.

The texts with high agency OC speakers are both about one person during a short period of time 

where only things concerning that particular event are mentioned. One of the texts, set in Nigeria, is 

about the youngest of several sisters wanting to find a husband. She has had several boyfriends but 

finally settles  for a  man “worth fighting  for”,  who  in the end  rejects her. The point is  that in the 

story she has the free choice of men and marriage.

The text about an other speaker is a Punjabi man who tries to get by as a Barack Obama imitator 

in Hindi schools. He cannot acquire a real job so he tries to get out of poverty by imitating Obama.

Step 3 - analysis of results

Agency

The majority of the texts in World Wide English have IC speakers as main characters, and of 

these the majority have high agency. They are characterised by having families and dealing with the 

issues evolving around family life. The reality World Wide English constitutes is that family is a 

very central part in the IC world, but also that it is in the family most problems arise. These 

problems, however, are not serious enough to lower agency and the characters' families rather 

seem to enable agency than the other way around. If agency is lowered it is because of mental or 

physical disorders or because fighting for your rights might force you to incriminate yourself.

The texts with OC speakers with high agency are very similar to the texts with high agency IC 

speakers. Their agency is not connected to any social minority group which traditionally may be 

associated with lowered agency. Rather they are characterised by their actions, for example 

chasing searching for potential partners or studying. If OC speakers have  their agency lowered, 

some kind of cultural tradition limits their ability to act. In this way, the textbook constitutes OC 

speakers as having to be free from their social heritage to achieve high agency. In contrast, when it 

comes to IC speakers, conforming to social norms instead seems to enable agency.

Themes

The themes of the texts with high agency IC speakers in this book include moral guidelines on how 

to live your life, for example: do not be too comfortable just because things are going your 

way. These themes also encourage fighting for what you believe in and for your rights. The IC 

high agency themes thus deal with how to be successful in life without treading on too many toes 
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in the process. The texts also have themes relating to family issues. All in all, the themes of texts 

with IC  high agency speakers are not very serious and are centred on a certain, rather 

unproblematic, way of life. The IC medium agency texts also have themes that deal with fighting 

for what you believe in. However, these themes suggest that you have to risk something, your 

life or social belonging, in order to achieve your goal.

The OC themes for both high and medium agency, though substantially fewer, are quite 

similar to the IC themes. What stands out is that on medium agency level the fighting for what you 

believe  in includes having to do something typically immoral, such as lying.  The low agency 

themes deal with moral guidelines but also the destructive power of money.

In World Wide English there is no obvious difference between the themes of IC and OC 

speaker  texts. There is, however, a difference in the seriousness of the themes depending on the 

agency level of the main characters.

6.5 How IC and OC speakers are constituted
These four textbooks are dominated by texts with Inner circle speakers as main characters. These 

IC speakers are characterised by having jobs and money, family support and with love as a 

central concern in their lives. These are the defining factors for IC speakers and a lack of any of 

these factors seems to result in the speakers having their agency lowered. For example, in the 

text The Barbie Bandits in Blueprint Vocational (pp 42-43), the characters lack jobs and family 

support which places them in the margins of society and severely limits their options. Where all 

these factors are  present,  which  they are  in a majority of  the texts, the  IC speakers  have high 

agency. Thus,  these four books constitute IC speakers as part of a nuclear family where 

financial as well as emotional support is taken for granted. The IC speakers are also constituted 

as having problems  revolving around work- and love-related issues. Their lives are aimed 

primarily at self-realisation, during the teenage years they are supposed to fall in and out of love 

and as adults the dream job is their focus. Also, IC speakers do not belong to any specific culture, 

being part of the IC world is the norm and there are no cultural traditions which the speakers need 

to consider.

Outer circle speakers are grossly underrepresented compared to their IC counterparts in all four 

books and have a lower average agency. The few OC speakers that are represented are 

characterised by their belonging to a certain cultural or ethnic group. The weaker the bond to 

their cultural heritage, the freer they are to act and vice versa; the stronger the bond, the lower the 

agency. Take two of the texts from World Wide English as examples. In The Vision (pp 197-200), 

where the main character has high agency, the only way of knowing that the she comes from 
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Nigeria is because it says so in the introductory text. Otherwise, her being Nigerian is not of any 

concern at all in  the text,  which focuses on her actions. By way of contrast, in An Arranged 

Marriage (pp 87-90), where the main characters have medium agency, the text focuses on how the 

main characters’ cultural heritages hinder them from acting freely. Thus, a weak link to the ethnic 

or cultural group renders  high  agency,  where  a strong link  renders  low/ered. This  extreme 

underrepresentation of  OC  speakers  constitutes them as virtually non-existent in the English 

speaking world. The books thus constitute a reality  where  English  speakers  all  belong  to  Inner 

circle  countries,  which  is  a  huge misrepresentation of how and by who English actually is used 

in the world today.

7. Discussion
In the light of the analysis several aspects for further discussion emerge. First of all, the material 

did not contain the variety of IC and OC speakers that we had expected; especially given the 

directives by the national curriculum. Secondly when it comes to interpreting the analysis in the 

light of a discourse theoretic perspective, several hidden meanings can be found and formulated. 

Thirdly, our research points in the same direction as previous research within the field of English as 

an international language with the Concentric Circles Model as perspective.

As mentioned in the Previous  Research chapter, the national curriculum contains very clear 

instructions that the curriculum in English education shall deal with different aspects regarding for 

example the spread and status of the English language in the world. Therefore we expected to find 

examples of English  being used in different parts of the world in the textbooks and in our 

perspective this would mean a fair amount of OC speakers in each of the textbooks. This, as we 

have seen, is not the case at all; OC speakers are virtually non-existent. Thus, using any of these 

textbooks as teaching material will not, in fact, cater for the students’ needs to reach the intended 

learning outcomes as set down in the national curriculum. Although it is improbable that teachers 

use one of these textbooks exclusively  as teaching material in the English level 5 course, a 

textbook claiming to be constructed to meet the standards  of  the national curriculum could be 

expected to include all of its central components.

Another  aspect  worth  discussing  is  the  answer  to  our  research  question  in  relation  to  the 

perspectives of discourse theory used in this study. As described in the Previous Research chapter, 

using discourse analysis as a method to research  textbooks can expose hidden meanings and 

uncover underlying norms and structures. While writing the analysis of the results, several of 

what we see as hidden  meanings in the textbooks emerged. One of these underlying meanings 
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deal with how being an IC speaker means having high agency and that there are specific areas in 

life which should be focused. The books indicate that living in an IC country automatically renders 

high agency unless you have a physical  or  mental disability.  This constitutes a reality  that  lacks 

nuance and where virtually everyone is happy and searching for the love of their lives or their 

dream job. Of all the things we can do in life, all four books focus on and reinforce this norm of 

love, work and family. Not coming from an IC country, however, means having your agency 

automatically lowered due to cultural  traditions and customs or by poor socio-economic 

standards, which according to the books seem to be problems confined only to OC countries. The 

second underlying meaning we shall discuss is one  that deals with English as an international 

language. Since Sweden is an Expanding circle country it is puzzling that the textbooks focus so 

heavily on IC countries, especially considering that EC speakers have more in common with 

each other when it comes to learning English than with IC speakers.  The situations in which 

Swedish students will use English will likely be extremely varied. Their use of English will not be 

confined to English as a national language within one IC country but they will rather use English 

as an international language, communicating with people from all  around the world. We 

therefore argue that the analysed textbooks do not cater for the students' language needs when it 

comes to preparing them for the highly international use of English in the world today. Thus the 

books give the impression that students in Sweden should identify with the

countries of the Inner circle rather than other parts of the English speaking world, even though that 

would be more logical considering Sweden is an EC country.

According to previous research within this field of study, teaching and focusing on IC English 

in OC and EC countries is, just as we find it, problematic. Just like Matsuda's, our research shows 

that the characters used in textbooks are predominantly Inner circle members and the topics that 

the books deal with are only representative for the Inner circle. We also interpret our results in a 

similar way; that teaching IC English in an EC country will not empower the students in their 

language use  and will not prepare them for the interaction with different World Englishes. 

Furthermore, Brutt-  Griffler's  argument  that  there  is  a  conception  of  English  belonging  to  IC 

speakers is further strengthened by the results of this study (Brutt-Griffler, 1998, p 383). According 

to this conception, Outer circle speakers are automatically construed as “other”, which can be 

quite problematic in a textbook context given the democratic values of the national curriculum.

The concept of the “other” and the constituting of people belonging to Western cultures as 

high  agency and not weighed down by cultural traditions, among other things, are ideas closely 

related to postcolonial theory and Orientalism.
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8. Conclusion
This study aimed to investigate how Inner and Outer circle speakers of English are constituted in 

four English level 5 textbooks from the Swedish upper secondary school. By using a discourse 

analysis inspired by Laclau & Mouffe's discourse theory and our own analytical instrument we were 

able to answer our research question. The textbooks constitute IC speakers as having high agency 

and as moving between the limited set of domains of love, family and work. The few OC speakers 

present in the books were constituted as weighed down by cultural and social factors, and facing a 

reality filled with war and poverty. However, since OC speakers were only present in a fraction 

of all the analysed texts, we argue that OC speakers are constituted as a virtually non-existent part 

of the English-speaking world.

This is a problem since the exclusion of OC speakers in textbooks, however unconscious it may 

be, contributes to upholding certain power structures in the world where mainly the US and the UK 

still have the primary right to define English and be its rightful owners. Considering the extensive 

use of English throughout the world today, and the billions of people speaking it outside of the Inner 

circle, it might seem peculiar that there still is such a pronounced core of IC countries still having 

the privilege of being the norm. However, looking back at the imposed spread of English during the 

colonial era, it is still the previous colonial countries and the US that maintain the normative use 

over the language.

We believe that a change of attitudes towards the Englishes spoken in the OC and EC world is 

needed in order to counteract this tendency but are well aware that this is an insurmountable 

enterprise to take on. However, one way of changing this attitude here in Sweden might be for 

textbook authors to incorporate a more well balanced world view in the English language textbooks. 

This would happen as a matter of course if the demands set by the national curriculum, as quoted in 

the Previous Research chapter, were followed, as they are clearly not in these four textbooks.

   Due to this very broad and unexplored field of study, the empirical investigation had to be limited 

in order to be able to answer the research question within the given time frame. Therefore, a 

natural  extension of this study would be to analyse a much larger part of the English textbook 

population. This could confirm that other textbooks too might constitute a similar reality to the one 

constituted by the four textbooks in this study. Another natural extension of this study could be to 

include EC speakers as a part of the aspect of Circle membership in the analytical instrument. A 

fruitful way to further broaden  the research field  of  textbook  analysis  would be  to  include  the 

pictures and exercises of the textbooks in the analysis. Other suggestions for further research in 

this area could  be comparative  studies of textbooks in different EC countries as well as 
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between EC and OC countries. Also, as mentioned in the discussion, that parallels can be drawn 

between our results and postcolonial theory is quite obvious. However, since they appeared through 

our analysis  this was not a path we could have pursued throughout the study, but would be an 

interesting one to develop further.

Hopefully these kinds of studies, that focus on the contents of textbooks with the perspective of 

English as a global language, will contribute to teachers realising the importance of a reflective use 

of textbooks and keeping in mind that textbooks are not neutral and objective, as Donna Haraway 

puts it: “ Reality has an author”.
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Appendices
Appendix 1Vanessa, Analysis of Context and Viewpoints 1

Context, Skoglund et al. Panic not, Mother!, pp 6-10 Dad, Can I Come
Home?, pp 20-24

Dashed Hopes, pp 32-
35

Main character Young people travelling around the globe Eve, a captain of a fleet in a war Brian Robinson, a promising long- jumper whose career ends with an accident
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speakers, implied IC speaker, implied IC speaker, explicit
Agency of the 
main character

All the young people writing these texts are abroad and writing home to tell their parents about their travels. They are all very far away from what they are used to, but most of them are enjoying it, writing about things that have happened.High

She has been in acrash and lost her legs and one arm, her face is severely burnt. She calls her father andlies about herself and says that it is her friend who has lost her limbs and asks her father if she can stay with them. Her father says that it would cost too much and be too much of a burden. The day after Eve commits suicide.Low

Robinson broke the under-17 record but made a last jump for the audience and fell and got injured. He never recovered entirely and is now working as a duty manager at the Co-op. He decides after several years to go back to the club to meet and talk to people about “the old days” (p 34).High
Theme The adventures of travelling around the world Treat others the way you would treat your children. The difficulty of letting go of your past life
Other important 
characters

Janice, Eve's friend.
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Context Going Steady, pp 45-50. City of Angels, pp 59-
64

The Landlady, pp 72-81

Main character A boy going to high school in the US. Bonnie from Greensboro, visiting New York for the first time
Billy Weaver is visiting Bath from London

Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, explicit
Agency of the 
main character

The boy sits in school and gets a note from the prettiest girl in class. He asks Lind if she wants to go steady – because he made a bet with a friend – and she accepts. He soon realises however, that she does not want her as a girlfriend and in the end after two tries, breaks up with her and does not feel sorry at all.High

Bonnie has never travelled farther than50 miles away from her home town, nowshe is visiting NewYork with her friend who goes there a couple of times every year. She is determined to “see New York” (p 62) in her way and not betreated like a “country bumpkin” (p 59).High

Billy comes down from London to Bath to start working in some business. Thenight of arrival he take lodging in a boardinghouse. He had actuallythought of staying at a pub but decides for some mysterious reason to call at the boarding house.High
Theme How teenage boys hurry in and out of love You never cease to be amazed by people Appearances can be deceiving
Other important 
characters

Linda, the girl Alisha who brings along Bonnie, and Alisha's friend who they are visiting.
The boarding house lady

Context Red Sari, pp 88-94 Coolhunters, pp 103-
104

Deep Breath, pp 111-
113

Main character A girl shopping for the wedding dress with her mother Valentina works part time  as a  coolhunter in Milan Whether we breathe and drink the same air and water asLeonadro da Vinci
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Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, implied Other speaker IC, explicit

Agency of the 
main character

The girl has seen a white wedding dress in a magazine and wants to get married in a dress likethat. Her mother however wants her to get marriedin a sari. She ends upbuying a sari to please her mother but gets marriedin a white wedding dress in the end, which upsetsher mother and it is obvious they do not have avery good relationship.Medium

She has a degree in industrial design and has studied interior design, fashion and photography. She works as an editorial coordinator. She works part time as a coolhunter for the FCL.High

The people mentioned in the text are writing answers to a question posed in a science magazine. Theanswers are quite complex and involves a great deal of philosophy and physics.High

Theme The balance of doing what you want opposed to following cultural traditions
How hard companies 
try to manipulate 
people to buy their 
products

Physics can explain everything
Other important 
characters

The girl's mother
Context Swinging London, pp 125 A Great Day, 134-141 Arthur, pp 149-153

Main 
character

A girl of 22 moving fromDublin to London Fred, an unemployed man fishing to earn some money An anonymous person talking about satellites
Circle 
membership

IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, implied IC speaker, implied
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Agency of the 
main 
character

She has a degree in law, but wants to live the bohemian life. She receives state funds and does not take a job. In theend she gets tired of living the fun life and applies asa waitress, and ends up doing the numbers in theoffice which she is really good at.High

Fred and Ken are out fishing. Fred rents alittle batch and does not have a job and has nothad one for long. He isnot happy with his situation. He has a weak body and can not manage even to carryhis own little boat. Medium

The text describes many different satellites from the first to the narrator's favourite, Arthur. Not many people arementioned but they are all connected to thebuilding or thinkingabout satellites. High
Theme Too much spare time will What jealousy can make Everything is possible

eventually make you long for work people do with science
Other 
important 
characters

The girl's mother and father Ken, big and strong, having some saved money, living for free at his aunt's place, women chasing after him
Context Mollusks, pp 163-168 Going Through A 

Phase, pp 176-185
3xMusic, pp 149-203

Main character A man talks about his friend Kenneth Cynthia has problems with her teenage daughter Three short texts about different kinds of music
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, implied IC speaker, implied
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Agency of the 
main character

Kenneth likes to collect stuff, and throw nothing away. He and his wife lives in a house full of thingsthey never wanted to throw away. Kenneth has madehis living from collecting things and selling them,now though, he seems to have a job. He finds a giantslug, and is offered 500 dollars for the slug, butgives it up for his wife.High

Cynthia is worried about her daughter who has started going out with an older motorcycle guy, Jed. Soon it gets out of hand and Cynthia needs to take desperate measures. She pays a firm 1500 pounds for a good beating of Jed. Before that she consults her ex-husband and son. She works part timein a flower shop.High
Theme The oddest thing can threaten a happy marriage Sometimes, protecting your loved ones needs desperate measures
Other 
important 
characters

The wife and the friend. Deborah, the daughter and the rest of the family. Jed.
Viewpoints  1, Gustafsson & Wivast Not Guilty (pp 9-13) On the Other Side (pp19-24) The Way It Looks (pp31-35)
Main character A young boy named Matt attending high-school,  in North America. A young British person, probably a boy living in a poor neighbourhood in a bigger city.

Keir, a young American boy attending his senior year, probably in high- school. Until recently he has been “rocksolid […] [a] guy you want behind you” (p32) a”good guy” (p33).
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, implied IC speaker, implied IC speaker, implied
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Agency of the 
main character

Matt is questioned by the headmaster and two detectives who dislikes him joking about the situation. The reader does not get to know if he actually did what he is being accused of. He is so amused by the situation that he “couldn't stop his mouth from twisting” (p13), “he grinned” (p 11).High

Even though the main character figures it will be difficult, s/he still does not doubt that s/he will “leave my home area one day” (p 22).
high

He has many friends and is very popular, he can choose to do almost whatever he wants to do. His “hundreds”of friends are “all ready to slap [his] back or offer a cup or three of kindness” (p 33).
High

Theme You can not joke about everything in the adult world Stay positive even though life is treating you hard The turbulent time of being a teenage boy
Other important 
characters and 
their 
characteristics

The headmaster and the two detectives questioning Matt on something he says he did not do.
Nanny, a Rastafarian with “dreadlocks that reach halfway down his back” (p 22). Speaks Jamaican version of English “Dem brainwash de yout' dem man” (p24).

Gigi, Keir's girlfriend, showing that Keir is heterosexual and position in society.
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Viewpoints  1, Gustafsson & Wivast From Caterpillar to
Butterfly pp 55-63 The Anorak's First Kiss Forbidden Love pp 81-92

Main character Katie, probably from the US, goes to high-school and writes for the school paper.
Jack, a thirteen-year- old boy, really into 
Doctor Who, a British TV series

Sookie, a waitress from Louisiana, meets a vampire for the first time
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, implicit IC speaker, implicit IC speaker, explicit
Agency of the 
main character

A very popular girl, so popular that she “avoided all stigma from having associated with” the most “uncool” guy in the entire area (p 61). She has two boyfriends and is thinking about another, which gives the impression that shehas many options anddoes what she wants to do.
high

He is thirteen years old, but has a 7-days a week job and works occasionally at Doctor Who conventions.This allows him to buy and sell Doctor Who collectibles on E- bay. Lives with afamily in a two-storey house, now he has got a girlfriend.high

A confident woman who is not afraid of conflict. She has a low status job, but at work she seems to be ableto decide what she wants to do; if she wants to leave early for example. She feels a little bored in her home town and therefore she is very adventurous.high
Theme Teenage girl indecisions about love There is someone for everyone Do the right thing, even though you might get hurt
Other important 
characters

Tommy, the third guy she wants. An old friend who returns to the area after many years in military school.
Lucy Hepburn, his new girlfriend who accepts his passion for Doctor Who.

Bill the Vampire, theRat couple.

Viewpoints 1 Little red riding hood

Piggy

Humpty Dumpty pp109-112 The Transformation of
Cindy pp 117-129

Main character Mr. Horner, a private detective Cindy, a girl going to high-school and doing all the other girls'
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chores
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, implicit
Agency of the 
main character

Business is not going so well for Mr. Horner, but he still tries toplay busy when his only client in weeksshows up. He hasfriends in the “underworld” who gives him information. Knows a lot of people.High

In the beginning she is quiet and says “yes” to everything the other girls tell her to do. She is ugly and never dances with anyoneon the prom. She changes however, to be confident and satisfied with herself and tells the girls to do their own chores.High
Theme The prospect of earning money can make anyone make overhasty decisions.

You can stand up for yourself without help from anyone else.
Other important 
characters

Marybeth, Agnes, Dara and Jeff
View Point 1 Boy Kills Man, pp 135-139 The Man I Killed, pp145-149 Kill Number 3. pp 155-

158

Main character Alberto, a twelve year old boy from Colombia Tim O'Brien writes about the man he killed in the Vietnam war – a scholar who never wanted to be a soldier but a mathematician.
The story of Aileen'Lee' Wuornos third kill David Spears is told.

Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

Other speaker, explicit Other speaker, explicit IC speaker, implied
Agency of the 
main character

Alberto is a “child assassin frequently hired by drug barons”. He was made to The man Tim killed never wanted to be a soldier, he wanted to David Spears is described as “[p]ractical,
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watch a man be brutally abused and then made to shoot him, which was his first kill. There is no mention of dreams of getting out or to do something else. There isno mention of other family than the uncle who beats Sonny.Low

become a teacher, but the tradition in his area said all men must join the resistance to fight the enemy. Hehas no choice then than to enlist and join the resistance.Low

predictable, honest and hardworking, he was a man people counted on” (p 156). He works for a construction company and earns enough money to send a “regular chunk of his monthly pay cheque” (p 156) to his ex-wife.High
Theme How social injustice can make  the unreasonable look like a just cause The trauma of killing someone even in a war Being a middle class, white male does  not always make you safe
Other important 
characters

Sonny, Alberto's cousin, who is beaten up by his uncle which Alberto shoots in the end.
Azar, O'Briens partner, who tries to talk him out of staring at the dead body and trying to justify the kill.

Aileen Wuornos who claimed to have killed Spears in self-defence. She stole all his personal belongings.
View Point 1 Child Soldier, pp 165-169 Big Spender, pp 177-183 Being Rich, pp 189-195

Main character Child soldier Ishmael Beah is 12 years old when his family is murdered, after that he joins the Sierra Leone Army.
Rebecca  Blomwood, “the perfect  exampe of a true shopaholic” “Art student Rich” attends college but has just received an offer to work for an advertisement company.

Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

OC speaker, explicit IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, implied
Agency of the 
main character

Ishmael's family is murdered when he is 12 and after a year's aimless wanderings he is recruited by the Sierra Leone Army which then becomes his only life and reality. He is a part of many killings and brutalities. He does not know anything else and can not think about what

Rebecca works as a financial journalist in London and has problems with shopping. She does not really like her job but does not say she dislikes it either, she just does not know that much about

Rich is happy to have received an offer from an advertisement company and been given money to buy some new clothes. His father is not so happy because he is worried what this job mightbe. The rest of his family is really happy.
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he is doing in any critical terms. The boys in the army take big amounts of drugs.Low
economics.
High

The art teacher is not impressed that Rich will “prostitut[e] [his] meagre talents to an ad company” (p 194).High
Theme How the participation in war can strip a person from all human traits. The addiction to shopping leads to panic and unhappiness.

The yearning for money often ends in trouble.
Other important 
characters

Family, the art teacher ans the “ad man (p 190)
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Appendix 2
Maximilian's analyses of Blueprint and WWE:

Blueprint vocational Lundfall et al. Even When You Win You
Lose (pp 114-116) The Absolutely True 

Diary of a Part-time 
Indian pp 121-124 Online Stranger Go IRLpp 18-21

Main character Constance McMillen, a 18- year old gay girl attending high-school in Mississippi, the US.
Arnold Spirid, “the first Spokane who chooses to go to the white school in Reardan outside the reservation” (p 121).

Alison, an American girl “blogging about her experiences”, goes on a tour “on the road for 120 days” to meet online friends (p 20).
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, explicit
Agency of the 
main character

She is refused to go with her girlfriend to the school prom and so she goes to “The U.S District Court” which “agrees with the girl” (p 115). She is trickedby the rest of her year who hosts a secret prom, “[a]lthough it hurt her feelings, McMillen saidthat she and the others had the time of their lives” on another prom (p 115).
high

Arnold is an outcast in school because of his ethnicity: “[t]hose white kids did not talk to me” (p 122), even though he is smart, he needs white classmates to confirm what he says is true, before anyonebelieves him, “'Uh, actually', Gordy said,'Arnold is right about petrified wood'” (p123).low

An independent girl, riding across the U.S in her “Trailie” (p 20), to meet people shehas talked with on the Internet. Very positive about meeting strangers from the Internet, “I am still here to talk about it. And why wouldn't I be?” (p20). Meets several friends which visits her later in her home in California.high
Theme Stand up for your rights Social alienation of Indians in American schools Doing things outside of your routine may change your life (for the better...)
Other important 
characters

McMillen's dad Godry and science teacher Mr. Dodge Jen, Dave and Cat, people she meets on her travels
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Blueprint Until Proven Guilty (pp 48- Young Entrepreneur The Interview (pp 70-Vocational 50) (pp 64-65) 72) Abridged from 
The Devil Wears  
Prada

Main character Nathan, a British boy whose father has been accused of the murder of three girls.
Andrea, a young American journalist looking for a job.

Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speakers, explicit IC speakers, implicit
Agency of the 
main character

Nathan feels helpless and in a way left to the mercy of the law enforcementand what they decide to do about his dad. On theother hand, his fathers’lawyer believes Nathan, if he remembers somethingimportant, may sway thescales in their favour. His testimony, if it comes to that, may very well make a difference.
High

Andrea is going to the interview because she has to get a job and is running out ofoptions, not because she is interested infashion. She is welleducated but seems to have hit a bit of a rough patch in her career.
High

Theme If  something  happens  to  a 
family member your  world 
can turn upside down

Your highest valued 
ability  might not be as 
important as you think

Other important 
characters

His fathers’ lawyer. Miranda, the editor of the paper.
BlueprintVocational Danger at the Work Place(pp 78-79) Watch and Buy? (pp97-98) Selling the Devil (pp101-103)
Main character Brady Barr, a herpetologist talking about the dangers that comes with his work. Mason and de Vries who both work on a commercial agency in Canada.
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Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, implicit IC, Explicit
Agency of the 
main character

Dr. Barr is living his dream, working full time as a herpetologist (“I wouldn’t give it up for theworld (p 79)). The dangers involved are just a part of the job and he is exposing himself to them by hisown free will. high

Mason and de Vries are “hotshot” commercial agents. As the devil walks into their office wantingan ad-campain, they agree to help himsince, as the devilsays: “money is no object”
high

Theme Even professionals have 
great   respect/fear   for  the 
animals they work with

Most things can be bought for money.
Other important 
characters

n/a Lou (the devil)
BlueprintVocational A Close Encounter of the

Venomous Kind
Falling Down – the I Want Breakfast 
Scene (Abriged dialogue from the film) pp 32-34

The Barbie Bandits pp42-43 (Based on article from ABCNews)
Main character An American boy named Neil and his friends explores a cave and encounters a snake.

Bill D-Fens Foster, “an unemployed defense worker” who starts dealing with the everyday injustices.
The Barbie Bandits – Heather and Ashley from the US. j

Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speakers, explicit IC speaker, implicit IC speakers, explicit
Agency of the 
main character

They are on a day trip to explore a cave, probably with parents' consent because they have brought a first aid kit and flash lights. But they are
Bill is unhappy with his situation and the injustices he has to suffer in his day-to- day life. For example, he is refused

By social injustices the girls end up robbing a bank. One of the girls are kickedout of her home because of her job as a
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inexperienced in how to act with the snake. Compares encounter with snake to a Disney film. Neil recalls scientific factsabout snake brains, but in the encounter he is unable to interpret what the snake's behaviour means.high

breakfast at a diner because he is 3 minutes late and they have changed to the lunch menu. He responds to this by drawing a machine gun on the staff.
high

stripper and drug problems. One of the girls get 10 years in prison and the other10 years probation.
medium

Theme Theoretical knowledge and 
facts might not help in 
practical situations

The frustration of 
everyday problems

How people in socially underprivileged positions have difficulties to get on the right track
Other important 
characters

Neil's friends Randy, Terry and David. The waitress Sheila and the manager Rick. N/a
BlueprintVocational Whose Life Would You 

Save? (pp 134-136) Abridged from the movie 
Extreme Measures.

Learning How to Be a
Boy (pp 146-148) “Don’t Let Me Get Me”  (pp 151-153) Lyrics by Pink.

Main character Dr. Luthan, a doctor having to make a choice between saving a cop or a criminal. Joe, a young boy being bullied in school since he is not a “guy-guy” Alecia Moore (aka Pink) singing about her self-doubt and low self-esteem.
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, Implicit IC, Implicit IC, implicit
Agency of the 
main character

Dr. Luthan is forced to make a choice between two patients. However, this is something that comes with the job and has nothing to do with his ability to make other choices in his life.high

Even though he is being bullied Joe has a positive view on life. He feels sorry for the guy-guy bullies since they, according to him, has limited options.Joe is just being himself and knows it’s the right thing to do.

Alecia is very insecure and has low self- esteem. She wasasked by “LA” to conform to the pop star norm but she refused. Despite this she has made it as a pop star. She had a dream and the needed prerequisites for it to come true.
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high high
Theme The line between a professional and a moral choice may be very fine Heteronormativity 

among teenage boys
Even though you doubt 
yourself you can 
achieve great things

Other important 
characters

Nurse Jodie who questions his choice Skeezie, Joes friend who tells him to just be himself. n/a
BlueprintVocational Dear Nobody (pp 155-156) Thinking Twice (160-161) can’t use this? After the Dance (pp166-168) (note: how do we handle this text (Indian boy)
Main character Helen, a 17-year-old girl living in Sheffield, England. She is 12 weeks pregnant.

Arnold, a boy who can’t afford to pay for his and his girlfriends’ dinner.
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, Explicit IC, Explicit
Agency of the 
main character

Helen got pregnant by accident and does not want a baby. Her mom makes the arrangements for the abortion, saying Helen has to think about her future. Helen does not want to think about the future, “my future is a deep, black well” (p 156).However, nothing suggests that she will not be allright eventually. Being young and in love is tough,but nothing that will hinder her chances for agood life.High

Arnold has a problem with money. He only has 5 dollars and can’t afford to pay for anything while out with his girlfriend. This economic problem holds him back and is a constant source of worry for him. Still, he has friends and agirlfriend and has just attended a school- dance.
medium

Theme Teenage pregnancy can feel 
like the end of the world,

How embarrassment can make you
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but as time goes by things 
will turn out ok

postpone taking care of a problem
Other important 
characters

Helens’ mother.

World Wide English, Johansson et al. Dreams from My Father(pp 138-143, 148-151) The American (pp154-155) The Hand That Feeds
Me (pp 157-162)

Main character Barack, a boy of 10 living in Hawaii. Ramcharan Singh, posing as Barack Obama.
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, Explicit Other (Hindi)
Agency of the 
main character

Barack is half Hawaiian, half Kenyan. He lives in Honolulu. He had good grades and has no apparent troubles in life, part from not having met his dad in a long time. Nothing in the text indicates that Barack is bound to a certain path in life.
high

Ramcharan used to “live the proverbial life of poverty andhunger” till he started his new career. He chose this careersince to him it seemed as the only way out ofpoverty. Apparentlyhe can not get a“normal” job.
low

Theme family ties are stronger than the problems  you may face Sometimes you need to 
use all resources 
possible to get by

Other important 
characters

Barack senior, Barack’s father. n/a
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World WideEnglish Battle Hymn One (pp 171-175) The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Night
Time (pp184-190) The Vision (pp 197-200)

Main character Timothy Johnson, a 19 year old man serving in Vietnam. Christopher, a 15 year old boy with Aspergers Syndrome. Ada, a young girl living in Nigeria.
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, implicit IC, Implicit OC, Explicit
Agency of the 
main character

Tim thinks he is immortal and that he will never be hit. But after seven months he is finally is, he loses both arms and legs and now lives at a care home for disabled people. Nothing in his life turned out the way he had planned.
medium

Because of his condition Christopher gets in trouble. Hehits a policeman because thepoliceman grabbedhis arm. He has problems understanding other people, which give him a disadvantage in life.medium

Ada is the youngest of five sisters and wants to meet a man. When she finally does she wants him to marry her. She lies to get him to ask her but he sees through it and leaves her. She is by nomeans forced to marry him and whyshe does what shedoes is because she is selfish.
high

Theme The belief that only bad things happen to others For some people, human beings can be as cryptic as math or science.
lying to achieve your goals can be risky

Other important 
characters

n/a Christopher’s father Chris, Ada’s boyfriend
World WideEnglish With Sincere Intent (pp208-209) Too Much Too Young(pp 211-216) Lorento High or

Summerhill School (pp225-229)
Main character Bill and Bill’s wife Abbie & Charlie and A comparison
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Mike & Rose, two teenage couples with children. between two schools in England.
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, implicit IC, Explicit IC, Explicit
Agency of the 
main character

Bill and his wife are joking on the bedside of Bill’s hospital bed. Bill is dying but does not want his wife to feel bad about it. Hesays she will be fine without him. Even thoughshe (and the kids) will besad and miss him a lot, nothing indicates that they will not be fine eventually.
High

Abbie and Charlie were only 15 and 14 when they had their baby, Mike & Rose when they were 17 and 18. Though frowned upon by the society, both couples agree that their kids are be best thing that ever happened to them because they have a focus in life, a reason to be good.High

All the characters in the texts, teachers and students, live in England (Manchester and Suffolk). The schools they attend/work at are highly regarded and they all seem happy about their positions.
High.

Theme Sometimes a little humour is needed even in serious situations Life is not just black or white, but takes different shades of grey.
Sometimes a fresh start is what you need to succeed.

Other important 
characters

n/a n/a n/a
World WideEnglish Law Enforcement in the

United Kingdom (pp 239-243) The Right to Vote -  
A Right Only for 
Men? (pp 251-255) Swedishness (pp 263-266)

Main character Crime of different sorts. Emmeline Pankhurst and Millicent Garret Fawcett, two suffragists in England.
Andrew Brown who writes about different aspects of swedishness.

Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, Explicit IC, Explicit IC, Explicit
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Agency of the 
main character

No names are mentioned in the text (because of legal reasons). The characters can be divided into ‘criminals’ and‘victims’. Criminals always come up with new ways to trick their victims. All victims hade high agency. We don’t know why the criminals are doing what they do, so nothing can be said about them.High/n/a

Though active in politics, these two women had their influence restricted by not being able tovote or be members of parliament. Aftermany years of struggle they finallymanaged to push through a limitedfemale suffrage.
medium

Andrew describes Sweden and swedishness from the eyes of a former Swedish immigrant. He has had the opportunity to live in Sweden but has moved back to England, working as a journalist and author.High
Theme Ingenuity of the criminal mind. Never surrender the fight for your rights it is easy to  become blind to the faults of your own country
Other important 
characters

World Wide
English

The Roaring 20s (pp 274-275) Force-Feeding of a
Suffragette (276-277) A Suffragette Commits  

Suicide at the Derby (pp 278-279)
Main character Youth culture in the 1920s Lady ConstanceLytton, a Suffragette. Emily Wilding, a suffragette.
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC, implied IC, Implied IC, implied
Agency of the 
main character

After the Big War young people in Europe and America began living out and rebelling against their parents traditions. It’s implied that this only refers to the people in Europe and America since there is no mention of other parts of the world, while the war and the great depression are both mentioned.

Constance is in prison and on a hungerstrike. She is being force fed by a doctor.She is by no means forced to strike, butchooses to do so to further prove herpoint that women are being mistreated insociety. Still, she has to eat and by thatabandoning her cause,

Emily risks her life when she runs out in front of the galloping horse. Why she does it is unclear, but it probably has to do with her political engagement. She dies for her cause, not because she had tobut because she chose to. Still, she had to choose between
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high or refuse and be force fed.Medium.
standing  back or  to act according to her beliefs.Medium

Theme the older generations will always be offended by the younger one Do what you believe is right, even if it’s painful. Sometimes you have to risk everything to win.
Other important 
characters

n/a n/a n/a
World WideEnglish Things Were Ticking Along

OK, pp 7-9 Robin Hood, pp 17-19 Once Upon a Time, pp
29-35

Main character Sam, a high-school student living in London. Elizabeth, going to a disco, day-dreaming about being a popular Hollywood star
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, implied
Agency of the 
main character

He is going to high-school and doing well in art, his teacher asking him about taking art at college. His parents are divorced, but his mother and him receives money from the father. His mother is working. He is skating and is happy about moving forward in his skill.High

She is going to a disco with her friend and is standing in front of the mirror dreaming about designer dresses and BMW's.She has bought a kit to blonde her hair, andha dress at an Oxfamshop. She rides her bike to the disco and ends up dancing with her dream guy.High
Theme do not be too comfortable just because things are going your way be glad for what you have instead of dreaming too much
Other important 
characters

Alicia, a girl he has met,his mother who is working Emma, Elizabeth's friend who is irritated
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again, and his father who gives the family their share. about Elizabeth's day- dreaming
World WideEnglish Thembi's Bicycle, pp 44-45 ( text) Ankles, pp 47-50 A Prawn in the Game,

pp 57-65

Main character Ma Gugu, who has the responsibility of her granddaughter and is addicted to gambling
A fourteen-year old girl who is adopted from China, living with her mother and father in Conneticut.

A young boy named Mark listens to his father telling his mother he will leave them.
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

OC speaker, implied IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, implied
Agency of the 
main character

Ma Gugu receives monthly grants on order to buy food for her and her granddaughter. She uses the money to gamble at a casino and is obviously addicted to gambling. This time she wins, but she recalls one time when she lost all her money andthey went hungry for a month.Low

She is adopted from China and lives in a house with her two parents in the US. She realises that she will not let anyone touch her ankles because of a cruel way of making the children at theorphanage potty train. Her mother knowsthis because ofresearch. High

Mark lives in a house with his parents who are divorcing. His father used to hit both him and his mother and is now leaving them for another woman. They go to Mark's grandmother but then pulls a prank on the father which makes him leave them the house in the end.High
Theme The need for money can make people change into something they would not want to be.

Problems in adulthood can sometimes be traced back to childhood
Standing up for yourself will lead to victory in the end.

Other important 
characters

Thembi, Ma Gugu's granddaughter The girl's mother Mark's mother, father and grandmother
World WideEnglish Fashion Police, pp 75-77 Sister Rose pp 84-85 

()

An arranged marriage,
pp 87-90
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Main character A boy named Julius, living in Florida gets arrested because of the way he dresses
A young girl going to convent school in the Caribbean Veena and Vishal, two lovers from different castes and areas of India wants to get married

Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, explicit OC speaker, explicit OC speaker, explicit
Agency of the 
main character

He goes to court and the court decides that the law against sagging pants is unconstitutional. The article hints that young black men are the target of the law and will incriminate youngsters. Julius wears his jeans according to the trend and perhaps also because of a specific youth culture. Not wearing the pants thatway might prevent him from being a part of thegroup, wearing them willincriminate him. However, he wins in court.Medium

The girl in the story goes to convent school and she talks about a sister at theconvent she likes. The sister tells her tomake up a sin when she goes to confessionbecause the father will not believe her ifshe tells him she has not sinned and willthink that she lies. So she tells him that shesinned and after tells him she lied aboutsinning.
Low

Veena goes to university and Vishal is working. Their parents do not want them to marry but when Veena says she is pragnent theparents decide it is for the best that theymarry. Veena is notpregnant after all but the parents forgive them and become friends and everyone is happy. Veena says they had an arranged marriage and therefore the parents can feel happy.Medium
Theme The governmental power to incriminate innocent people The difficulty in learning that the world does not consist of right and wrong

Sometimes you need to lie to achieve something you believe in the end.
Other important 
characters

Sister Rose Veena and Vishal's parents
World WideEnglish A Morning's Mad Dash to

School, pp 99-103l My Best Friend's Dad,
pp 111-116

Noise! Noise! Noise! pp
124-125

Main character Bruce Cameron is the father of three teenage kids, they live in Colorado. Anisha, a girl going to school with her best friend Charlie. Latisha is studying for her final exam in biology
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Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, explicit IC speaker, implied OC speaker, explicit
Agency of the 
main character

The father is a white, heterosexual male havinga nuclear family, house, car and all his children go toschool. In managing his kids he does not have thatmuch power though, since they seem to be too tiredto wake up, too angry about him telling themwhat to wear, they think he is a dork and mean bytelling his daughter her underwear show.High

Anisha lives with her two Punjabi parents who wants her to marry a Punjabi boy of the same caste, they also do not like boys around the house. Charlie's parents are not living together and he loves it when his father finally sees him. With an open end it is revealed that they have the same father.Medium

No information aboutLatisha except thatshe goes to school and lives in a house and knows and likes the music she hears outside the window can point to any agency.High

Theme The difficulty in being a teenage parent What odd surprises life holds in store for you The difficulty to concentrate when you really have to.
Other important 
characters

The three children Charlie's mother and father
World WideEnglish Jessica's Secret, pp 127-132
Main character Malorie is new in school and has to, as all the new girls, fight Sarah under supervision of Jessica
Circle 
membership 
(Implicit or 
explicit)

IC speaker, implied
Agency of the 
main character

Malorie has just changed schools, mid-term. All the other girls already have their gangs and friends sorted out. To try to make friends Malorie talks to Jessica who orderes Sarah
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to fight Malorie who is really beaten up. Jessica leaves telling Malorie she is a worthless fighter.Medium
Theme Sometimes you have no choice but fight back.
Other important 
characters

Jessica, the school's best fighter and Sarah, the school's next best fighter.
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